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Condoleezza Rice and Robert Gates Demand USG
Military Involvement in Ukraine
Really, these people can’t help it. They are psychopaths, neocons, and
pathological liars.
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***

The latest demand by neocons that Russia must be wiped off the map is locked up behind a
paywall at the CIA’s favorite newspaper, The Washington Post. In order to read what former
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and former Defense Secretary Robert Gates wrote, I
used a browser text reader to bypass the paywall.

Rice and Gates argue:

The way to avoid confrontation with Russia in the future is to help Ukraine push back
the invader now. That is the lesson of history that should guide us, and it lends urgency
to the actions that must be taken—before it is too late.

In other words, this must happen prior to Russia concluding its SMO and its eradication of
neo-Nazis elevated and empowered after the USG staged a 2014 coup in Kyiv.

For  Putin,  defeat  is  not  an  option… He cannot  cede  to  Ukraine  the  four  eastern
provinces he has declared part of Russia. If he cannot be militarily successful this year,
he must retain control of positions in eastern and southern Ukraine that provide future
jumping-off points for renewed offensives to take the rest of Ukraine’s Black Sea coast,
control the entire Donbas region and then move west. Eight years separated Russia’s
seizure of Crimea and its invasion nearly a year ago.

When Rice and Gates claim Russia intends to “move west,”  they are exploiting a Big
Lie—invented by the USG and telegraphed by a corporate propaganda media—that Russia
intends to occupy the whole of Ukraine, and who knows, possibly Europe and maybe the
whole world!

Vladimir Putin remains fully committed to bringing all of Ukraine back under Russian
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control  or — failing that — destroying it  as a viable country.  He believes it  is  his
historical destiny — his messianic mission — to reestablish the Russian Empire and, as
Zbigniew Brzezinski  observed years  ago,  there  can be no Russian Empire  without
Ukraine.

The Russian SMO objectives say nothing about conquering all of Ukraine or the absurd lie
that Putin wants to reestablish the Soviet Empire. Rice and Gates know this.  They are
repeating falsehoods because Big Lies must be repeated over and over in order for lies to
become faux “facts” (that do not require corroboration or evidence) similar to the way the
Gulf of Tonkin lie resulted in the Vietnam War and three million dead people in Southeast
Asia.

There is but one “messianic mission”—that of total neoliberal conquest, domination, and
neutralization of any nation that does not play by “rules-based” authoritarianism.

Gates and Rice cite Zbigniew Brzeziński on Ukraine. His mention provides an opportunity.
Brzeziński, the architect of intervention in Afghanistan and a Russophobe, wrote at length
about the objectives of the global financial elite.

The  three  grand  imperatives  of  imperial  [neoliberal]  geostrategy  are  to  prevent
collusion and maintain security dependence among the vassals,  to keep tributaries
pliant and protected, and to keep the barbarians from coming together. (“The Grand
Chessboard: American Primacy and its Geostrategic Imperatives.”)

The “barbarians” are those in opposition to the “geostrategy” of psychopaths.

The lesson of Moammar Gadaffi, raped with a knife, and brutally assassinated, is that if you
refuse to participate in the neoliberal game of theft and murder, you will be eliminated, and
gruesomely so.

In the past, this was accomplished in the dark by covert means. Now it is performed at high
noon, with the sun blazing above, so all can see and take stock. The message sent: either
accept the fiat dollar-dominated financial swindle or be turned out as a corpse.

Rice and Gates lay out what they consider unacceptable.

Absent  another  major  Ukrainian  breakthrough and success  against  Russian  forces,
Western pressures on Ukraine to negotiate a cease-fire will grow as months of military
stalemate  pass.  Under  current  circumstances,  any  negotiated  cease-fire  would  leave
Russian forces in a strong position to resume their invasion whenever they are ready.
That is unacceptable.

Really, these people can’t help it. They are pathological liars.

The Ukronazis have yet to realize a “breakthrough and success” in preventing Russia’s SMO
from terminating their murderous ethnic cleansing agenda.

It is now virtually impossible for Ukraine’s decimated armed forces to push Russia out of the
eastern and southern regions of the country. Donbas is now part of the Russian Federation.
It  is  the  will  of  the  people  living  there  who  have  suffered  eight  years  of  Ukronazi
bombardment and terrorism. Gates and Rice have nothing to say about that ongoing war
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crime. For them, the lives of ethnic Russians are immaterial. The “rules” demand they be
terrorized, executed, tortured, and raped.

The solution is simple, according to Rice and Gates. Forget about a negotiated settlement, a
peace deal. According to the neocon duo, defeating Russia is a simple matter—it requires
battle  tanks,  more  artillery,  Lockheed  Martin  HIMARS,  Patriot  missiles,  drones,  fighting
vehicles, etc., thrown into the cauldron. Not to worry, though. Future generations will pay
down the massive debt incurred—if there are future generations.

Let’s face it—our “elder statesmen” (and women) are conscienceless psychopaths. They are
addicted to war and its organized mass murder to achieve globalist political ends. They are
unable or unwilling to accept that by far most people on the planet are disgusted by their
threats, self-serving “rules,” forever wars, and insistence on calling the shots, never mind
how many people must die.

Increasingly, members of Congress and others in our public discourse ask, “Why should
we care?  This  is  not  our  fight.”  But  the  United  States  has  learned  the  hard  way  — in
1914, 1941 and 2001 — that unprovoked aggression and attacks on the rule of law and
the international order cannot be ignored. Eventually, our security was threatened and
we were pulled into conflict. This time, the economies of the world — ours included —
are  already  seeing  the  inflationary  impact  and  the  drag  on  growth  caused  by  Putin’s
single-minded aggression. It is better to stop him now, before more is demanded of the
United States and NATO as a whole. We have a determined partner in Ukraine that is
willing to bear the consequences of war so that we do not have to do so ourselves in the
future.

The above quote is riddled with lies.

1914, 1941, 2001. Indeed, unprovoked aggression.

If not for the economic warfare imposed on Japan by FDR and the USG (similar to the
economic warfare now waged against Russia and China), the Japanese would not have
attacked Pearl Harbor and FDR’s “day of infamy” would have never occurred. FDR and the
USG would  not  have  had  an  excuse  to  enter  another  disastrous  war,  a  hedious  war
concluded with the use of atomic weapons.

If  not  for  the  financial  support  of  Wall  Street  and  German industrialists,  Hitler  would  have
never come to power, and war in Europe would have been avoided. Harsh “war reparations”
imposed on a defeated Germany at Versailles following WWI resulted in the destruction of
the German economy and the rise of  radical  fascism,  adopted from Mussolini’s  Italian
version.

France  and  Pax  Britannica  wanted  a  war  to  stop  a  unified  Germany  from  embarking  on
colonial ventures. France and Britain, previous rivals, came together to stop Germany and
Russia from partaking in the spoils of imperialism. All it took was the assassination of a
Hapsburg archduke and his wife to get things rolling.

The  German  colonial  empire  held  East  Africa,  Togoland,  Southwest  Africa,  and  the
Cameroons.  German Far East  territories consisted of  New Guinea,  Samoa, the Chinese
leasehold of Kiaochow, and a number of small islands.

The  effort  to  roll  back  the  German  empire  resulted  in  more  than  15  million  dead.  It  also
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precipitated a Bolshevik revolution that claimed five million lives during the Red Terror and
the Russian civil  war. In addition, another five million starved to death during famines and
purges under Stalin.

According to the late Professor Antony Sutton, who taught economics at California State
University, and was a research fellow at Stanford University’s Hoover Institution, Wall Street
and  the  City  of  London  assisted  in  funding  the  Five-Year  Plans  of  Lenin.  This  was
accomplished through finance, technology and industrial transfers, and technical assistance.

Winston Churchill is now cited when the state and its media talk about the Man in Green, the
hapless president of a corrupt failed state overtaken by psychopaths, a state that will not
rest until ethnic Russians (and Jews, Roma, and other resented minorities) in Donbas and
elsewhere in Ukraine are either dead or ethnically cleansed.

President Volodymyr Zelensky’s speech before Congress last month reminded us of
Winston Churchill’s plea in February 1941: “Give us the tools, and we will finish the job.”
We agree with the Biden administration’s determination to avoid direct confrontation
with Russia. However, an emboldened Putin might not give us that choice. The way to
avoid confrontation with Russia in the future is to help Ukraine push back the invader
now. That is the lesson of history that should guide us, and it lends urgency to the
actions that must be taken — before it is too late.

Churchill was an unrepentant psychopath, a racist, and a war criminal. He suggested aircraft
should  use  “machine-gun  fire  or  bombs”  against  Irish  revolutionaries  in  1920.  Churchill
advocated using poison gas on rebellious Arabs, what he described as “uncivilized tribes.”

In Afghanistan, he demanded “all who resist will be killed without quarter,” because, as he
insisted with racist arrogance, the Pashtuns need to “recognize the superiority of race.”

“We proceeded systematically, village by village, and we destroyed the houses, filled up the
wells, blew down the towers, cut down the great shady trees, burned the crops and broke
the reservoirs in punitive devastation,” he bragged about the crimes committed by the
British Empire in Afghanistan.

He was also responsible for massacring protesters in Athen, excluding Iran from its own oil
reserves (the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company refused to pay Iran its share of dividends, thus
resulting in the nationalization of oil  by Iran, followed by a Brit-USG orchestrated coup
overthrowing the elected government of Mohammad Mosaddegh in 1953).

Then there was Britain’s “declared a state of emergency in Kenya in 1952 to protect its
system of institutionalized racism that they established throughout their  colonies so to
exploit the indigenous population,” notes Crimes of Britain.

150,000 men, women and children were forced into concentration camps. Children’s
schools were shut by the British who branded them “training grounds for rebellion”.
Rape, castration, cigarettes, electric shocks and fire all used by the British to torture the
Kenyan people under Churchill’s watch.

Palestine,  South  Africa,  China,  and  “British  Guiana,”  all  suffered  the  criminal  behavior  of
Winston  Churchill  and  the  British  Empire.

It makes perfect sense Rice and Gates, along with the USG and its war propaganda media,
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put Zelenskyy on a pedestal along with the racist war criminal Churchill.

It’s said the Man in Green cannot possibly be a neo-Nazi because he is Jewish. This is
nonsense to be consumed by the cognitively handicapped and incurious headline skimmers.

Zelenskyy  has  closed  down  political  opposition;  his  neo-Nazi  brownshirts  kill  activists,
dissidents, and journalists; the Russian Orthodox Church was forcibly shuttered, told to
leave the country, and Ukrainians attending services are now deemed traitors. Add to this
the  wanton  murder  of  fellow  Ukrainians  for  the  crime  of  their  heritage,  culture,  and
language, and you have a man paralleling Churchill, although not with the vile intelligence
of Churchill.

Rice and Gates will not rest until the USG and NATO are fully involved, with soldiers on the
ground in Ukraine, and participating in killing Russians and threatening the national security
of Russia.

Putin has repeated what Russia will do if it faces an existential threat, the sort of threat
Gates,  Rice,  the neocons,  Biden,  and practically  the entire  USG are calling for.  It  will
undoubtedly result in an endgame none of them want.

*
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